Introduction

According to the latest estimates (1), it is expected that pancreatic cancer will soon represent one of the most commonly diagnosed gastrointestinal (GI) cancers after colorectal cancer, and will represent the fourth leading cause of cancer-related deaths. For those patients diagnosed with locally-advanced pancreatic cancer (LAPC), the typical treatment approach consists of chemotherapy followed by radiation therapy in appropriately selected patients (2). The median survival for such treatment approaches is 9–13 months (2), and 5-year overall survival (OS) is typically only 3% (1). Thus, there is significant interest in finding ways to improve treatment options for these patients. One approach includes investigating ways to utilize advances in technology to improve the radiation treatment and delivery. It is well-known that pancreas adenocarcinomas are radioresistant, with low rates of pathologic response to conventional chemoradiation therapy (3,4). It was recently reported that the use of advanced imaging and radiation planning allowed for dose escalation beyond conventional chemoradiation therapy, which was found to be associated with improvements in both OS and local-regional recurrence-free survival (2). Unfortunately, the surrounding normal structures have dose limiting toxicities that make it difficult to deliver the higher radiation doses that seem to
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be associated with improved disease control in pancreatic cancer. Techniques such as stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) and intensity modulated ‘dose painting’ are being actively investigated to overcome these challenges (5,6).

When designing a radiotherapy plan for targets located in the upper GI area, it is recognized that those structures (both target and organs at risk) in close proximity to the diaphragm experience motion due to respiration. One common approach to treat such patients is to use 4DCT to fully characterize the motion of the target through generation of an internal target volume (ITV), which is then further expanded into a planning target volume (PTV) to account for such factors as setup inaccuracies. Given the location of the target for LAPC, and its proximity to a large number of radiosensitive organs, a highly conformal dose distribution must be used in conjunction with small PTV margins (5).

While it is well known that patients’ breathing can change from day to day (7,8), the effect of this change on the ITV has not been fully characterized, especially in the context of the pancreas. Given the small margins used for SBRT of the pancreas, it is unclear whether potential changes in motion envelope due to variation in breathing can be fully accounted for by the original, simulation-determined ITV, and the PTV margins alone. From 2015 to 2017, our clinical workflow for all pancreas SBRT patients included obtaining fanbeam 4-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) scans for image guidance before every delivered fraction. In this analysis we analyzed these 4DCTs to characterize the change in motion envelope of representative structures in close proximity to the pancreas tumors. Our goal was to assess whether the observed interfractional change in breathing motion could result in marginal misses of radiation delivery when using a uniform PTV expansion of 3 mm.

Methods

In a previously utilized clinical workflow for SBRT in our department, a fanbeam 4DCT was acquired for image guidance purposes prior to the delivery of each treatment fraction. For this project, we identified all patients treated by SBRT for pancreatic cancer that used that workflow. All 6 of these patients were treated after initial chemotherapy. No patients underwent surgical resection prior to treatment but some had surgical clips from biopsies or other procedures. For five patients, the prescription dose was 33 Gy in 5 fractions. For one patient (case 4), the prescription was 25 Gy in 5 fractions. At the time of treatment for these patients, the workflow did not include placement of fiducial markers.

All patients were immobilized using a BodyFIX full-body, double vacuum bag (Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). All 4DCT scans (one for planning purposes and one immediately prior to each fraction) were obtained using cine mode on a Lightspeed16RT scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA). The RPM device (version 1.6.5, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to track the patient’s breathing, and the images were binned into 10 separate phases. All CTs were obtained using 2.5 mm slice thickness, 120 kVp and the auto-mA setting. The FOV was manually set using the scout images (localizer scans) to cover the full extent of the bag and patient. Since this was a manual process, the FOV ranged from 59 to 62 cm, resulting in axial pixel dimensions of 1.21–1.15 mm. No further breathing control technique was used during CT acquisition.

For all 6 patients investigated here, the 4DCT datasets acquired were transferred to the MIM software (MIM Maestro, version 6.6.8, MIM Software Inc, Cleveland, OH, USA). This represented a total of 35 datasets used for this analysis—one of the patients did not have a 4DCT on his last fraction due to equipment malfunction. Each of the 4DCT datasets was then used to generate a maximum intensity projection (MIP) image set that was also used for this analysis.

For each patient, an easily identifiable structure [stent (3 patients), surgical clip (2 patients), calcification (1 patient)] located within 1 cm of the target volume was identified on the MIP dataset created from the simulation 4DCT. These high visibility objects were used, instead of the nearby tumor, in order to eliminate the introduction of positional misrepresentation error that might occur if the tumor were used. The window-level was set to the “soft-tissue” preset within MIM (level =40, window =400). The movement of the highly visible object in the anterior-posterior (AP) and left-right (LR) directions was characterized by scrolling through all the axial CT slices and determining the DICOM coordinates of object points with the maximum extent of motion in the direction of interest. This was repeated using the sagittal images to determine the extent of motion in the superior/inferior (SI) direction. For each subsequent dataset for that patient, the same object was identified and the previously-described steps were repeated to characterize the motion envelope.
of the high visibility object. The same window-level preset was used in all cases. Any change in the motion envelope of more than 6 mm would risk the new ITV not being fully covered by the 3 mm symmetric PTV margin that was used for patient treatment.

To investigate how often the change in motion envelope would lead to a partial miss of the target, two scenarios were investigated. First, each 4DCT acquired prior to the treatments were compared to the simulation 4DCT to determine how many times the motion envelope changed significantly enough (6 mm) to cause a partial miss of the target over the course of treatment. For this patient cohort, this represents a total of 29 cases to be investigated. Secondly, given that breathing changes occur randomly, an extension to this analysis is to consider any of the 4DCTs as being equally likely to have occurred during the planning process. This extended analysis leads to 175 possible scenarios to be evaluated.

In an effort to understand the relationship between tissue motion and respiratory trace, the breathing traces were further examined. It was postulated that fractions with atypical breathing traces would correlate with differences in the motion envelope of the object of interest.

### Results

**Table 1** summarizes the largest changes in motion envelope for each object studied here. The extent of motion reported represents the size of a motion envelope that would encompass the entire motion of the particular object. Therefore, larger objects, such as the stents, show larger motion envelopes.

On average, the maximum change in motion extent across all 6 4DCT data sets for each patient was 3.1, 3.0 and 4.5 mm in the LR, AP and SI directions respectively. The corresponding standard deviations were 2.7, 2.0 and 4.9 mm. Patient 3 showed an extreme change of 17 mm in the SI direction while patient 5 had the smallest maximum change in S/I direction of 1.9 mm.

*Figure 1* shows the breathing traces obtained during the 4DCT acquisitions for each patient. The displayed traces show the RPM data from the start to end of actual CT data acquisition. For ease of comparison, the traces were re-normalized so that they extend from −1 to 1. The red areas within each curve represent the parts of the breathing cycle where the object under consideration was being imaged.

Half of the patients investigated in this study had objects whose maximum change in motion envelope exceeded the theoretical 6 mm threshold in motion change that could be accommodated by a PTV margin of 3 mm. This includes one case where the maximum motion change was an extreme 17 mm in the SI direction (case 3). The breathing traces for case 3 from *Figure 1* show several large spikes in breathing for some fractions. For this particular patient, the most motion happened during simulation, followed by treatment day 4. The least motion happened during treatment day 2 followed by day 3. The breathing traces from figure 1 seem to be consistent with these observations in that the traces are quite irregular and variable, as might be expected to occur in coincidence with the variable structure motion that was observed. The average motion range from the RPM trace were smallest for treatment days 2 and 3 while it was highest for the simulation and treatment day 4.

Two of the 29 comparisons (6.9%) done for the patients using the 4DCTs in the order they were acquired clinically showed changes in motion envelope greater than 6 mm. Both occurred on the same patient (patient 2) and were in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Minimum extent of motion (mm)</th>
<th>Maximum extent of motion (mm)</th>
<th>Maximum change in extent of motion (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LR AP SI</td>
<td>LR AP SI</td>
<td>LR AP SI</td>
<td>LR AP SI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Stent</td>
<td>28.4 30.7 47.4</td>
<td>35.4 34.9 53.8</td>
<td>7.0* 4.2 6.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Stent</td>
<td>31.1 42.3 60.3</td>
<td>38.9 49.2 63.9</td>
<td>7.8* 6.9* 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stent</td>
<td>34.4 23.5 67.8</td>
<td>38.6 26.2 84.8</td>
<td>4.2 2.7 17.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Surgical clip</td>
<td>4.7 6.0 9.0</td>
<td>6.1 7.7 11.0</td>
<td>1.4 1.7 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Calcification</td>
<td>7.9 5.7 8.1</td>
<td>8.5 6.6 10.0</td>
<td>0.6 0.9 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Surgical clip</td>
<td>4.8 7.0 16.0</td>
<td>7.7 9.1 18.9</td>
<td>2.9 2.1 2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* motion range changes greater than 6.0 mm. LR, left-right; AP, anterior-posterior; SI, superior/inferior.
the AP direction. For the second scenario, where any of the 4DCTs was considered to be a possible simulation scan, 12 of the 175 comparisons (6.9%) lead to a change greater than 6 mm. The majority (8) occurred in the SI direction. One patient had a ≥6 mm change in both the LR and SI directions.

**Discussion**

Several past studies have shown that the motion of the pancreas is non-trivial and hard to characterize. In 2009, Minn *et al.* (9) tried to correlate the motion of fiducials during the planning 4DCT and the same motion during treatment. Not only did they find large motions of implanted fiducials in the 4DCT used for planning, but they also could not find a correlation between that motion and the motion of the same fiducials when using CyberKnife’s tracking during treatment. One may surmise that what they were actually seeing were changes in the ITV second to changes in the patient’s breathing between the planning session and the treatment sessions. More recently, Bae *et al.* (10) found that simple bony alignment was not sufficient when treating lesions of the pancreas.

Knowing that pancreatic targets experience non-trivial motion second to respiration, and that small PTV margins are typically used for treatment of such targets, we have endeavored to understand how much this respiratory driven target motion may change over the typical 1–2 weeks course of SBRT treatment. Conventional wisdom would suggest that PTV margins are designed to mitigate such challenges, but given the 3 mm margins typically used for pancreatic treatment we are mindful that variations in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Fraction 1</th>
<th>Fraction 2</th>
<th>Fraction 3</th>
<th>Fraction 4</th>
<th>Fraction 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
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<td>6</td>
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</table>

*Figure 1* RPM traces for each dataset investigated. The red areas represent the trace at the time the objects under investigation were being imaged.
ITV extent of greater than 6 mm will completely consume the leeway provided by the PTV, and lead to risk of target under-dosage. We are further mindful that the PTV is also expected to mitigate setup inaccuracies, along with any other errors that may enter into the process. If the entirety of the PTV margin is accounted for by ITV variations alone, then it seems inevitable that some degree of tumor under dosage will occur.

In this study we used gold standard, fanbeam 4DCT data to characterize daily variations in breathing motion with a high degree of accuracy. Our results revealed that ITV variations of magnitude sufficient to exhaust a 3 mm PTV do, indeed, occur (with frequency of approximately 7%). We observed that these daily variations appear to be related to variations in patient breathing pattern, as evidenced by visible, and sometimes extreme, variations in the patients breathing trace for that same day.

When considering the 4DCTs in the order they were acquired clinically for each patient, we observed that 2 of the 29 studied fractions (6.9%) would have experienced a partial geometric miss of the target. Both of these fractions would have realized full coverage if a 4 mm PTV margin had been used. When considering all 175 possible combinations of simulation and treatment 4DCT’s order, 12 fractions (6.9%) would have led to partial geometric misses. For these situations, the use of a 4 mm margin would have provided for full coverage of 166 of the cases (95%).

It is important to realize that even changes in the motion envelope that are smaller than 6 mm could lead to geometric misses, given inevitable uncertainties in the image registration process. For instance, if only a 1 mm image registration error was made (on the order of 1 pixel), then a change in motion envelope of only 4 mm in total motion envelope would lead to a partial geometric miss. In the presence of 1 mm simulated registration error, for our cohort of 6 patients, 29 4DCT’s, partial geometric misses would have occurred in 5 of 29 cases (17.3%) when considering 4DCTs in the order they were actually acquired, and in 31 of 175 cases (17.7%) when all possible combinations of 4DCT orders were considered.

It should be pointed out that a previous study by Goldstein et al. [11] showed that the motion of the target for pancreatic lesions was not well correlated to the motion of biliary stents on any particular day. It is not our intent that biliary stents should be used as fiducial markers for targeting pancreas lesions. The present study is assessing how the degree and pattern of motion due to breathing in this area of the body changes from day to day. If the stent’s motion shows significant changes, then we hypothesize that the target’s motion is also differing on a day to day basis.

Although beyond the scope of this analysis, challenges in accurately delineating tumor extent should also be taken into account when determining the appropriate margin expansions for pancreas radiation therapy. In illustration of this point, prior to the present analysis, an attending physician specializing in GI radiation oncology contoured the ITV on the 4DCT from each treatment day for each of the patients above. However, it became evident that soft tissue discrimination on these non-contrasted scans was poor, subsequently resulting in inconsistent ITV contours, even when performed by the same physician. Published studies of inter-physician contouring variability also illustrate this point [12], and MRI-based planning has been shown to result in smaller contours than CT-based planning [13].

While we cannot assume that the motion changes measured here for high visibility objects adjacent to the target are directly assignable to the target itself, it is not unreasonable to expect that comparable, impactful changes in the motion of the GTV are likely, as well. The key question at hand is, whether the PTV margin used is large enough to still provide adequate coverage of the target.

Experience gained during this study suggests that daily ITV magnitude variations, driven by patient respiration pattern differences, may argue for consideration of increased PTV margins to fully cover pancreatic tumors throughout the course of SBRT treatment. We recognize that when high dose radiation is not deliverable to the entire extent of tumor, due to surrounding organs at risk, it may still be advantageous to deliver high dose radiation to the central tumor and/or the tumor vessel interface in order to improve the chances of local control and/or a successful surgical resection [14]. Therefore, a strategy of delivering lower dose radiation, with wider margins, while boosting certain essential areas may be optimal.

The current study has some limitations that are important to discuss. As mentioned, intravenous contrast was not used for daily 4DCT control scans, so tumor delineation was difficult and we were unable to measure changes in the ITV shape or size directly. We used nearby high visibility structures as proxies for the tumor even though it is unknown to what extent their motion mirrors the tumor motion. We note, however, that because the structures used were of high contrast and, thus, easily delineated, the degree of accuracy with which we characterized the motion envelopes of these surrogate...
structures was high. We also note that in cases with stents and surgical clips, the high visibility structures were embedded within the target tumor area. Additionally, the treatment techniques used in this analysis did not include placement of fiducial markers, use of breath hold, or respiratory gating, and the results of this analysis apply only when free breathing techniques are used. Another potential limitation to the study is that only 6 patients met the study inclusion criteria. As with any study with a small number of patients, it may be difficult to generalize our results to a wider setting. However, this study did include a large number of high quality, fanbeam 4DCT datasets, with a total of 35 separate scans that quantified the variation in motion for each fraction of radiation therapy. With these many datasets, across multiple patients, our findings can contribute to the accurate quantification of ITV variation in the treatment of pancreas cancer with SBRT and, as such, should serve to inform further discussions regarding the optimal magnitude of PTV margins used in such cases.

Conclusions

We observed significant, respiration induced variations in tissue motion magnitude in the vicinity of a radiation targeted pancreatic tumor. When free-breathing techniques were used, a 3 mm PTV margin was not sufficient to account for these daily ITV variations, leading to partial geometric misses for some treatment fractions. When using free-breathing techniques for the treatment of pancreatic cancer, PTV margins of greater than 3 mm should be considered if the intent is to deliver full prescribed dose to the entire tumor/target extent. In our cohort of patients, a 4 mm margin would have provided coverage for the observed ITV variation in 95% of the treated fractions. Because of the daily variation in respiration induced tumor motion observed here, careful consideration should be given to PTV margin selection.
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